
Run 2233 Report 

Hares: Phantom, Nasty, Pedro & Graham. 
 

Hobbling Hare Phantom, 8kg lighter and looking rather anorexic, welcomed the 34 Hashers present for our last run before 
Christmas.  Phantom had a knee replacement two months ago and has been in severe pain ever since, moaning and not eating, 
and lost 6kg ... a case of Knee-Moania.  When undergoing the knee replacement Phantom took the opportunity to have a much 

needed penis reduction, shedding another 2 kg. 
 

  
 

  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

            
 

https://youtu.be/ImVXMgzaXug 
 

And talking things

medical, Sir Rabbit’s

recent hair transplant

turned out really

well. He looks like a
new man.

Running Stuff 

Both the run trail [6km] and the walking trail [3km] set off together, then split into 
separate trails along the way, winding their way around roads, lanes and parks of 
Molendinar. The runners included the usual suspects: Sir Botcho, Circumference, 
Foxtrot, Brewtus, Ah Pisto, Bent Banana & Sir Black Stump. 

  
Run Report - Sir Black Stump: well marked, but some arrows pointing the wrong 

way. All up, good run. 

Walk Report - Shat: Straight to the point. We walked. A good walk. 

Hares Down Down: Phantom + brother Graham & brother-in-
law Pedro; & Nasty 

Visitors & Returning Runners: Phantom, Brewtus, BB, Piss-
Stop, Graham, Pedro & Nasty 

Botcho charged BB, Piss-Stop & Weekly for missing in action 

during the run.  Apparently they lost the trail and somehow found 
their way to the new Pizza Hut where grappa & limoncello were 
being served. 

Botcho charged Circumference & Brewtus for failing to follow 
Hash protocol … scooting ahead and not calling On the pack. 

The Circle 
        … SPV acting GM 

Nasty charged Swollen Colon with damaging his ear-drum. Then:  
... Ah fuck it, can’t win with this little karnt. 

BB charged Sir AH with doing too good a painting job at his house recently, who responded: The guarantee 
lasts only until the paint dries. 

Badger announced that his jam sales to the Hash has raised and donated $100 to the Animal Welfare 

League.  Total donations now total $250.  If you have spare lemons or limes, please give to Badger. 


